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Proactive Collaboration

Organizations of all sizes suffer from fragmentation of their security operations. When security teams don’t collaborate 
and tools don’t communicate, critical gaps emerge. Our customers come to ThreatConnect to establish or grow their 
security programs. Our Customer Success team helps them along the way.

They will help you answer questions like:

The Diamond Model: 

How it works 
The DoD-derived Diamond Model is an approach 
to conducting intelligence on network intrusion 
events. The model gets its name (and shape) 
from the four core interconnected elements that 
comprise any event – adversary, infrastructure, 
capability, and victim. Thus, analyzing security 
incidents (or intrusions/activity threads/
campaigns/ etc.) essentially involves piecing 
together “the Diamond” using bits of information 
collected about these four facets to understand 
the threat in its full and proper context.
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CAPABILITIES

SOCIO-POLITICAL AXIS

TECHNICAL AXIS (TTPS)

INFRASTRUCTURE

VICTIM

 PERSONA: LUKE SKYWALKER
 ORIGIN: TATOOINE
 GROUP: ROGUE SQUADRON, 
  REBEL ALLIANCE 
  A/K/A JEDI PANDA, APT ∏/2 

YAVIN 4 (REBEL BASE)
FORTRESSA (FIGHTER CARRIER)
T-65 X-WING (FIGHTER)
R2-D2 ASTROMECH DROID

MOTIVE: IDEOLOGICAL; REVENGE
INTENT: POLITICAL UPHEAVAL

PRECISION TARGETING 
FORCE-CONTROLLED FLIGHT
FORCE COMMUNICATION

PROTON TORPEDOES
THE FORCE

FATHER’S LIGHTSABER
BLASTER (UNCIVILIZED WEAPON)
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 ASSET:  DEATH STAR
 OWNER:  EMPEROR PALPATINE
 ORGANIZATION:  THE EMPIRE
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APPLYING THE DIAMOND MODEL 
FOR THREAT INTELLIGENCE TO THE 
STAR WARS’ BATTLE OF YAVIN
Cyber Jedis know that Star Wars provides a wealth of incidents worthy of study. In fact, the 
entire story of Episode IV: A New Hope centers around the response to and consequences of 
a data breach, culminating in the destruction of the Death Star. If the Empire had been able 
to make sense of the intelligence they were gathering and had been able to connect the dots 
to reveal contextual information, they could have prevented their own demise, and stopped a 
decades-long saga from unfolding.

Watching the movie with your cyber-goggles on raises many interesting questions. Why didn’t 
Vader recognize R2-D2 as the likely storage mechanism for the stolen plans? Why did the 
response team descend into bickering over ancient religions and eventual force-choking rather 
than dealing rationally and cooperatively with the situation? If they were such a critical external-
facing vulnerability, why weren’t the Death Star’s exhaust ports better protected? Here, we’ve 
applied our intelligence methodology, the Diamond Model for Intrusion Analysis, to piece 
together the intelligence surrounding the Battle of Yavin and visualize what the Empire missed.

IF THE EMPEROR 
KNEW LUKE COULD 
TARGET WOMP RATS, 
MAYBE HE WOULD 
HAVE PROTECTED HIS 
EXHAUST PORT.
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It isn’t hard to imagine that if the Emperor had known Luke could bullseye 
womp rats in his T-16 back home on Tatooine, he might have surmised that 
he could also nail small exhaust ports from his much more capable X-Wing 
with the help of the Force. But apparently the Emperor didn’t know that, 
which constitutes a major intelligence failure, one that turned the tide of 
the war. The Empire would strike back, of course, but the inevitable return 
of the Jedi was set in motion. Had the Diamond Model been invented a long 
time ago in a galaxy far, far away, the outcome might have been different.

The Diamond Model diagram shows what the Empire could have reasonably 
known by assimilating the intelligence available to it at the time. The 
name of the incident underscores one of the pesky difficulties of incident 
analysis – dating. All we know of the Earth date of the incident is that it 
occurred “a long time ago.” We could go with the date of 0 BBY based on 
the Galactic Standard Calendar, but that has no relevance to Earthlings. 
Thus, we’ve adopted the day the incident became publicly known – May 25, 
1977. “F” simply designates it as the 6th major incident of the day.



We need not spend much time on the victim element of the Diamond. The 
Empire understood the power and value of its critical asset, the Death Star. Their 
reaction to the theft of the plans implies that they knew about the risk exposed 
by the exhaust port vulnerability, but apparently underestimated the adversary’s 
means of exploiting it.

Asset: Death Star
Owner: Emperor Palpatine
Organization: The Empire

Victim

From what can be gleaned from the movie, the Empire had decent intel on a 
key adversary persona, the young Skywalker. Enough, at least, to get a proper 
geolocation (thanks to his opsec failure of taking rooted machines home) and 
murder his known associates (of course, this should have tipped them off to the 
whole Anakin connection much earlier, but we won’t go down that rabbit hole 
right now). They also had pretty good knowledge of the Rebel Alliance, but were 
hampered by fuzzy attribution and their somewhat amorphous structure. Certain 
imperial units tried to genericize references to the Alliance by using “APT Π/2,” 
while others emphasized the Force connection with the “Jedi Panda” moniker. 
We believe these naming inconsistencies led to confusion that effectively 
afforded the Alliance enough obscurity to continue offensive operations.

Adversary

Persona: Luke Skywalker
Origin: Tatoone
Group: Rogue Squadron,  
Rebel Alliance, A.K.A Jedi 

Panda, APT Π/2

We must assume the Empire had a high degree of knowledge about the Rebel 
infrastructure involved in the attack. They slyly allowed the Millennium Falcon 
to escape the Death Star and tracked it back to the Rebel base on Yavin 4. As 
they moved to execute the takedown operation, they undoubtedly knew of the 
Rebel’s carrier and fighter class ships, evidenced by the fact that they neutralized 
nearly all of them fairly quickly. It is likely, however, that the Empire did not 
realize that the Alliance had commandeered an astromech droid that had once 
belonged to one of its top military officials. The failure to contextualize this small 
piece of intelligence would later prove costly.

Infrastructure

Yavin 4 (Rebel Base)
Fortressa (Fighter Carrier)
T-65 X Wing  (Fighter)
R2-D2 Astromech Droid

That brings us to the final element in the Diamond Model, capability. The Empire 
knew the Alliance fighters could deploy proton torpedoes. Led by two Sith, they 
certainly knew about the Force. They knew about lightsabers and – even though 
they couldn’t hit anything with them – they knew about blasters too. No serious 
intelligence gaps here.

Capabilities

Proton Torpedoes 
The Force
Father’s Lightsaber
Blaster  (Uncivilized Weapon)



Designed by analysts but built for the enti re team (security operati ons, threat intelligence, 
incident response and security leadership), ThreatConnect’s intelligence-driven security 
operati ons platf orm is the only soluti on available today with intelligence, automati on, 
analyti cs, and workfl ows in a single platf orm. Centralize your intelligence, establish 
process consistency, scale operati ons, and measure your eff ecti veness in one place. 
To learn more about our threat intelligence platf orm (TIP) or security orchestrati on, 
automati on, and response (SOAR) soluti ons, visit ThreatConnect.com.
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Downfall of the Death Star

Build Your Own Alliance

While the Empire was missing key bits of information on some facets of the Diamond, 
their inability to make connections between the facets is what, quite literally, killed them 
in the end. The vertices between the points tie everything together and give the critical 
understanding of what the adversary wants and what they can do to accomplish it. In this 
light, it’s clear that they failed to grasp the sum total of Luke’s desire to revenge the death of 
his father (sssshhhh – remember he doesn’t yet know), his natural precision targeting ability, 
his inherent strength in the Force, his covert channel communication with dead-but-still-
alive ex-imperial generals, etc. Had they been able to put all this together, the story might 
have ended differently. Sure, we would probably have missed the awesomeness of The 
Empire Strikes Back, but we could have skipped all that screen time devoted to the Ewoks.

After applying the Diamond Model to the Battle of Yavin, it is 
clear a Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) like ThreatConnect 
could have helped the Empire avert catastrophe. In the case 
of the Empire, a TIP could have provided indicators and 
revealed context critical threats previously unseen. The same 
is true in your current business environment. ThreatConnect 
gives everyone in your organization – from the threat 
analysts, to incident response, to the CISO and CEO –  
a single platform to aggregate, analyze, and act on cyber 
threats. Where Darth Vader and the Emperor failed, you 
can succeed… in exploiting threat intelligence, that is. 
Nefarious interplanetary domination, is another story.
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